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Overview

Capability Drivers
The impact of new digital and smart production technologies continues to shape production operations consulting with
respect to the solutions available to clients to improve manufacturing productivity as well as to the what, when and how
consultants deliver these services. New technologies provide new tools and methods to identify and accelerate new
performance improvement opportunities. They also force firms and their clients to make defining strategic choices on where
to focus limited resources and investments.
Lean-based production systems. Lean-based production systems that inspire a culture of operations excellence and
continuous improvement are the most powerful tool in manufacturing transformations and are table stakes in operations
consulting. Firms, almost universally, anchor operations excellence programs around lean-based production systems that
employ a top-down, bottom-up approach to effect transformational change with servant-leader inspired management systems
at the supervisor level and visual performance measurement at the operator level that together promote standardization,
continuous improvement and operator empowerment. Determining how and the pace of change to implement these
systems, and not the systems themselves, are what differentiates firms with clients favoring those firms who embed credible
practitioner consultants as an integral part of the client team to coach and reinforce desired behavior at all levels of the
organization.
Digital Lean Tools. Digitization facilitates the implementation of production systems by offering new performance
management tools and methods that focus teams on lean-based problem-solving and continuous improvement. Firms are at
different stages in digitizing their production systems. Many are developing relatively simple, cloud-based digital applications
that support performance and activity tracking. More advanced systems assist with diagnostics and prescriptive problemsolving that help aggregate and scale standard best practices across global footprints. With experiential learning and operator
engagement core to adoption, digital tools introduce another dimension to change management with providers needing to
offer access to realistic demonstration environments through model factories or go-and-see programs so that operators can
discover and comprehend first-hand how these tools can simplify and improve work. This requires firms to invest, build or
partner with organizations that can offer demonstration and capability-building facilities. Once again, what distinguishes
firms are not the digital tools, but rather the methodology in which they introduce and implement them to reinforce and
sustain desired behaviors on the plant floor.
Smart Technology Support & Sophistication. Most manufacturing companies have implemented some form of leanbased production system, and while there are still gains from more widespread and consistent application of both traditional
and digital lean programs, for many mature companies, lean-based performance improvements are now incremental and
insufficient to stay ahead in a dynamic and competitive marketplace. Mature manufacturers are looking at new smart
production technologies, combined with lean implementation methods, to unleash a new wave of opportunities to
reduce cost, complexity and waste. Consultants, like their clients, range in sophistication. More digitally mature firms and
manufacturers, particularly in process-oriented sectors that are already largely centrally-controlled through IoT sensors, seek
to digitally link and optimize material and information flows across every step and interface in the value chain. They are
leveraging big data analytics and advanced simulation tools to unearth new levers for performance improvement and test
© 2019 ALM Media Properties, LLC
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Overview

Capability Drivers
potential improvement scenarios without the need for pilots or actual implementation. These breakthroughs are real but still
rare among manufacturers, particularly in discrete manufacturing, which have yet to initiate their digital journeys. Most are
still in search of robust scenarios where new technology-enabled production solutions can create enough value to offset the
often high upfront cost in terms of time and resources to implement them.
Cart before the horse. Stoked by stakeholders to demonstrate digital initiatives, company boards are pressuring their stewards
to move forward with visible programs. Many companies have raced to install new systems, sensors, data COEs and control
towers, but to their surprise, have not realized the improvement they expected. Ample evidence shows most technology
transformations fail, not so much due to the technology but due to the lack of change management related to workforce
processes, culture and skills. In most cases, companies need to go back to the basics, identify pain points and fundamentally
adapt or re-engineer their policies, cadences and procedures. The most effective firms use cross-functional, agile teams with
a holistic end-to-end perspective informed by data insights in redesigning a low-friction experience with minimal handoffs
between people, shifts and departments. Best practices revolve around an impact-back, versus a technology-forward
approach. The art is how consultants engage plant teams to draw out issues and aspirations before introducing technology,
with suggestions, not solutions of the best ways to overcome challenges and achieve desired objectives considering both
conventional and new digital means. Sequencing is important. Through digital maturity assessments, firms must evaluate if
plants consistently adhere to standard best practices, before they can be digitized, automated and optimized.
Know Thyself. Companies look to consultants to help support the adoption and roll out of smart production technologies,
which requires a broad set of roles capabilities with some outside the traditional domain of consulting. Projects can be as
simple as jump-starting pilot programs with off-the-shelf, cloud-based applications or complex as helping clients design,
develop and implement large scale, industrial grade IT/OT infrastructure and applications. In this environment, firms need to
assess their strengths and weaknesses when considering how deep to wade into these waters to capture value. While many
leading firms are partnering with third-party technology vendors, building in-house capabilities, or hiring teams of software
and hardware engineers, firms at a minimum need to know and understand the landscape of available technologies and how
and where they can add value.
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ALM Vanguard of Production Operations Consulting Providers

The ALM Vanguard of Production Operations Consulting Providers assesses firms in terms of their relative ability to create
impact for their clients. For this, the ALM Vanguard displays the relative position of the providers featured in this report,
deemed capable in production operations consulting, based on an evaluation of their overall capabilities according to a
consistent set of criteria. Capability depth denotes a provider’s capacity to get results for clients, while capability breadth
indicates its ability to deploy that capacity across multiple client scenarios.
Consulting is distinctive from other industries because of the variety of client contexts that providers encounter in terms of
ambitions, needs, and abilities that alter what it takes to create impact. As providers seek to deploy their capacity to create
client impact (depth) across industry sectors, geographic regions, and interfaces with adjacent functional and technical
capabilities (breadth), they increase the complexity of their engagement models. The downward slope of the lines that
separate the tiers of the market captures the trade-off between low-complexity engagement models (designed to maximize
the capacity to create impact for a narrow set of client applications) and high-complexity engagement models (made to

High

maximize deployability and create impact for a wide variety of client applications).
EY

Depth of Consulting Capabilities

McKinsey & Company

TBM Consulting
R&G Global
Consultants
Performance Solutions by Milliken
Audere Partners

LEADERS
BCG

PwC

EFESO

A.T. Kearney

Argo Consulting

CHALLENGERS
Porsche Consulting

Newton Europe

Argon Consulting

Bain & Company
Deloitte

Camelot Management Consultants
Capgemini
Roland Berger

T.A. Cook

PA Consulting
KPMG

AlixPartners
CCI

ROI Management Consulting AG

Low

Sinclair Group

Low

CONTENDERS

BearingPoint

DuPont Sustainable
Solutions

Accenture

Oliver Wyman

maexpartners

Breadth of Consulting Capabilities

IBM

High
Source: ALM Intelligence
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Competitive Landscape

Changes in the 2019 ALM Vanguard for Production Operations Consulting reflects the growing impact of digitization on
production operations consulting concerning the solutions available to clients as well as how services are delivered.
Digitization is forcing providers and their clients alike to make defining strategic choices on where to focus limited resources
and investment.
Digitization is pulling firms that focus on manufacturing and production operations in two directions: The first is toward
the need to update traditional lean-based production systems to incorporate new digital tools that facilitate and accelerate
implementation and allow firms and clients alike to focus on change management, capability building and process
reengineering. The other is toward the need to invest and build capabilities in digital manufacturing and evolving smart
production technologies to unearth new levers of performance improvement. Both require significant investments with
respect to the design and development of system platforms and smart factory applications, but the first focuses more on
people-centric change management, while the later focuses on data-centric digital manufacturing opportunities. Changes in
Vanguard positioning largely reflect choices by firms in allocating limited resources around these two imperatives.
As a result of these technology-driven trends, ALM dropped coverage of several firms in 2019 including Kepner-Tregoe,
HAGEN, L.E.K. Consulting, Hitachi Consulting and The Highland Group, who retain their narrow focus. More positively,
these same trends have spawned the emergence of several new or rebranded operations specialists that focus on change
management and process reengineering that many tech-focused, digital transformation firms or vendors can’t or don’t
necessarily provide that well (i.e., firms with a system integration focus, such as Accenture, Capgemini or IBM). Accordingly,
the 2019 ALM Vanguard welcomes the addition of Argo Consulting, Audere Partners, maexpartners, R&G Global Consultants
and ROI Management Consulting.
Several firms, with a strong heritage in productions operations, are focusing their digital aspirations not so much away from
manufacturing as they are on redirecting their resources toward more commercial, customer-facing service operations or
supply chain areas (e.g., S&OP planning) where the positive economic impact of digital is more obvious. The decline in PA
Consulting, Bain, Camelot, Porsche from their previous positions reflect these choices.
The net result is that in the 2019 ALM Vanguard for Production Operations there was a clear break out by A.T. Kearney,
Boston Consulting Group, EY, McKinsey & Company, and PwC who each bring the full package of industry, manufacturing,
change management and technology expertise to meet the needs of clients at all levels of maturity through their operational
excellence and digital manufacturing journeys.
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Provider Capability Rankings

The figures below indicate the change in consulting providers’ ranks in terms of their overall capability depth, breadth, and
client impact. (See the Definitions section of this report for a detailed breakdown of underlying capabilities.) Ranking position
number one denotes the top-ranked provider.
Depth

Breadth

2018
1

2019
EY

1

2 McKinsey & Company

McKinsey & Company

3
4

BCG
PwC (Tied 4)
EFESO (Tied 4)
TBM Consulting
(Tied 4)
R&G Global
Consultants* (Tied 4)

Capgemini (Tied 8)

16

Deloitte

17

Roland Berger
(Tied 17)
T.A. Cook (Tied 17)

Deloitte (Tied 15)

PwC

2018

2019

PwC

1

2 McKinsey & Company

Deloitte

2 McKinsey & Company

McKinsey & Company

3
4
5

Deloitte
IBM
KPMG

McKinsey & Company
IBM
KPMG

3
4
5

PwC
BCG
EFESO

PwC
BCG
EFESO

6

Capgemini

EY

6

Capgemini

A.T. Kearney

7

Accenture

Accenture

7

Porsche Consulting

R&G Global
Consultants*

8

Bain & Company

8

EY

9

BCG

10 Hitachi Consulting**
11

A.T. Kearney

12

Bain & Company

13
14
15

AlixPartners

BCG
Capgemini
A.T. Kearney

EY

Performance Solutions
by Milliken
Camelot Management
10
Consultants
9

Roland Berger

11

Deloitte

Bain & Company

12

PA Consulting

Roland Berger

Oliver Wyman

13

TBM Consulting

Oliver Wyman

AlixPartners

14

A.T. Kearney

PA Consulting

15

Argon Consulting

Camelot Management
Consultants

16

Newton Europe

17 Camelot Management
Consultants

EFESO

17

Roland Berger

Capgemini

18

EFESO

BearingPoint

18

T.A. Cook

Camelot Management
Consultants (Tied 15)
Argon Consulting
(Tied 15)

16

PA Consulting

EY

TBM Consulting
Deloitte
Bain & Company
Performance Solutions
by Milliken
Argo Consulting*
Porsche Consulting
Capgemini
Audere Partners*
Camelot Management
Consultants
Newton Europe
Argon Consulting

19

Kepner Tregoe**

Roland Berger

19

BearingPoint

ROI Management
Consulting AG*

19

AlixPartners

Roland Berger

20

AlixPartners
(Tied 20)

PA Consulting
(Tied 20)

20

L.E.K. Consulting**

Argon Consulting

20

Kepner Tregoe**

PA Consulting

CCI (Tied 20)

T.A. Cook (Tied 20)

21

Argon Consulting

Porsche Consulting

21

CCI

AlixPartners (Tied 22)

22

Porsche Consulting

Argo Consulting*

22

KPMG

KPMG (Tied 22)

23

T.A. Cook

T.A. Cook

23

The Highland
Group**

R&G Global
Consultants*

24 Hitachi Consulting**

ROI Management
Consulting AG*

maexpartners*

25

CCI

22

KPMG (Tied 22)
The Highland Group**
(Tied 22)

24

BearingPoint
(Tied 24)
Hitachi Consulting**
(Tied 24)

29
30

24

CCI

ROI Management
Consulting AG*
(Tied 24)

25

TBM Consulting

BearingPoint

T.A. Cook
KPMG
AlixPartners

Contender

26

CCI (Tied 24)

Accenture (Tied 26)

Accenture (Tied 26)

26

Accenture

BearingPoint
(Tied 26)
Dupont Sustainable
Solutions (Tied 26)

The Highland
Group**
Performance
27
Solutions by Milliken
DuPont Sustainable
28
Solutions

Audere Partners*

Oliver Wyman
(Tied 26)
DuPont Sustainable
Solutions (Tied 26)

CCI

27

Oliver Wyman

Dupont Sustainable
Solutions

28

DuPont Sustainable
Solutions

Dupont Sustainable
Solutions

HAGEN & Company**

Oliver Wyman

29

TBM Consulting

29

HAGEN & Company**

Oliver Wyman

Performance Solutions
by Milliken

30

IBM (Tied 30)
L.E.K. Consulting**
(Tied 30)
Sinclair Group
(Tied 30)

maexpartners*

26

30

Newton Europe
Sinclair Group

IBM (Tied 31)

31

HAGEN & Company**

Sinclair Group
(Tied 31)

32

Kepner Tregoe**

*Firms not previously covered, **Firms not covered in 2019
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Newton Europe
Sinclair Group

IBM (Tied 30)
L.E.K. Consulting**
(Tied 30)
Sinclair Group
(Tied 30)

Challengers

Camelot Management
Consultants (Tied 8)
TBM Consulting
(Tied 8)
PA Consulting
12
(Tied 12)
Argon Consulting
(Tied 12)
A.T. Kearney
14
(Tied 14)
Newton Europe
(Tied 14)

A.T. Kearney (Tied 8)
Performance Solutions
by Milliken (Tied 8)
Argo Consulting*
(Tied 11)
Bain & Company
(Tied 11)
Audere Partners*
(Tied 11)
Newton Europe
(Tied 11)
Porsche Consulting
(Tied 11)

2019

Leader

EY

EFESO
BCG (Tied 4)
PwC (Tied 4)
Performance Solutions
by Milliken (Tied 4)
Porsche Consulting
(Tied 4)
Bain & Company
8
(Tied 8)

Client Impact

2018

Accenture
BearingPoint

maexpartners*
IBM
Sinclair Group

Source: ALM Intelligence
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Rating Level Summaries

ALM Intelligence rates providers according to a three-level scale based on their relative breadth and depth of overall
capabilities. Each rating level corresponds to an area in the ALM Vanguard graphic bounded by a downward sloping line
designed to equate engagement models of different degrees of complexity.
Rating Level Providers

Leaders

Description

A.T. Kearney

BCG

Deloitte

EFESO

EY

McKinsey & Company

PwC

R&G Global Consultants

TBM Consulting

Challengers

Contenders

Argo Consulting

Argon Consulting

Audere Partners

Bain & Company

Camelot Management
Consultants

Capgemini

Newton Europe

Performance Solutions by Milliken

Porsche Consulting

Roland Berger

Accenture

AlixPartners

BearingPoint

CCI

DuPont Sustainable
Solutions

IBM

KPMG

maexpartners

Oliver Wyman

PA Consulting

ROI Management
Consulting AG

Sinclair Group

The leaders are at the top of the market in terms of their capabilities to
create client impact through their depth of expertise and ability to deploy
it across a range of engagement models. They are unique in their ability to
independently execute a broad array of projects across the full spectrum
of client contexts. They range from providers in the top quintile in terms of
depth of capability for low-complexity engagement models to those that
combine above average depth of capability with the ability to deploy it
across high-complexity engagement models.
The challengers can execute end-to-end projects in low complexity
engagement models or a substantial portion of project components in highcomplexity engagement models. They range from those with above-average
depth of capability for low-complexity engagement models to those that
combine depth of capability between the bottom third and top half of the
distribution, with the ability to deploy it in high complexity engagement
models.

The contenders can execute a substantial portion of projects in lowcomplexity engagement models or a single phase or project instance in highcomplexity engagement models. They range from those with average depth
of capability for low-complexity engagement models to those that combine
depth of capability in the bottom third of the distribution with the ability to
deploy it in high-complexity engagement models.

T.A. Cook
Source: ALM Intelligence
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Leader Assessments

The ALM Vanguard of Production Operations Consulting Providers comprises the following Leaders.

“As a firm that has integrated Digital into its Manufacturing & Supply Chain services
from the start, EY is ahead of its peers in harnessing technology to both facilitate the
firm’s design and delivery of integrated supply chain consulting services as well as
accelerate execution and realization of positive client outcomes.”
-Naima Hoque Essing, Senior Research Analyst, Management Consulting Research, ALM Intelligence

© 2019 ALM Media Properties, LLC
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Provider Capability Ratings

The table below provides detailed capability ratings for Production Operations consulting providers. (See the Definitions section
Legend:
Very Strong
Strong
Moderate
Weak
None
of this report for explanations of the capabilities.)
Provider Capabilities: Production Operations Consulting
Discovery
Needs
Assessment

External
Market Insight

Design
Internal
Client Insight

Strategy

Operating
System

Management
System

Project
Management

Delivery
Client
Capability
Development

Enabling
Tools

A.T. Kearney
Accenture
AlixPartners
Argo Consulting
Argon Consulting
Audere Partners
Bain & Company
BCG
BearingPoint
Camelot Management
Consultants
Capgemini
Competitive Capabilities (CCI)
Deloitte
Dupont Sustainable Solutions
EFESO
EY
IBM
KPMG
maexpartners
McKinsey & Company
Newton Europe
Oliver Wyman
PA Consulting
Performance Solutions by
Milliken
Porsche Consulting
PwC
R&G Global Consultants
ROI Management Consulting AG
Roland Berger
Source: ALM Intelligence
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Legend:

Very Strong

Strong

Moderate

Weak

None

Provider Capabilities: Production Operations Consulting
Discovery
Needs
Assessment

External
Market Insight

Design
Internal
Client Insight

Strategy

Operating
System

Delivery
Management
System

Project
Management

Client
Capability
Development

Enabling
Tools

Sinclair Group
T.A. Cook
TBM Consulting
Source: ALM Intelligence
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Best in Class Providers

Providers identified as best in class evidence deep capabilities in specific areas of Production Operations consulting and stand
out from their peers for their highly effective and often innovative consulting approaches and service delivery.
Capability
Areas

Provider

Strengths

Management
System

EY

EY continues to build and expand on the core of its Integrated Work System, not only digitizing its implementation
and execution to enable systematic scaling of operational improvement across a client’s global manufacturing
footprint, but also incorporating it into a larger integrated suite of supply chain solutions.

EY

EY’s Catalyst platform digitizes implementation and execution of production system methods and tools,
including its own Integrated Work Systems (IWS). From the first wave of pilots through successive roll-outs to
other plants in the global manufacturing footprint, Catalyst evolves into a self-directed, prescriptive tool for
clients to systematically mature processes that capture and institutionalize evolving best practice standards
with consistency across the network. Catalyst is part of a broader Smart Factory platform that enables clients
to aggregate dispersed and disparate systems data as needed to drive analytics and IoT applications. The
platform already hosts numerous firm-developed and third-party applications in use by its clients.

Enabling
Tools

Source: ALM Intelligence
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Provider Briefs

Leaders
EY
Approach The firm’s consulting approach is built on the premise that operational stability is a prerequisite for sustainably adopting more
advanced performance improvement methods (e.g., synchronized planning or reliability engineering). Achieving operational
stability, in EY’s view, depends on engaging with operators on the shop floor to change mindsets and behaviors. Anchoring its
approach it its Integrated Work System, a comprehensive production management system based on “run-to-target” manufacturing,
offered through a long-standing alliance with P&G.The objective of the IWS production method is to reduce production stops and
increase the mean time between failures through a combination of “servant leadership,” operator ownership, technical mastery,
and rigorous problem-solving and standard setting-embedded in a daily management system.
Practice
EY anchors its consulting offering around its integrated Supply Chain Reinvention Framework, which links manufacturing
Structure operations excellence and smart factory programs with broader Supply Chain services and solution offered by the firm’s Supply
Chain & Operations practice.
Service
Delivery
Model

The bedrock of EY’s service is P&G’s database of intellectual property, consisting of over 1,000 capabilities and detailed maturity
performance mapping. To deliver this service, EY uses its run-to-target accelerator methodology, which uses a lead-line pilot
rollout, coupled with targeted coaching interventions and advanced analytics tools to prioritize actions and advance maturity
across seven performance pillars. P&G provides EY clients with access to its plants to demonstrate IWS and benchmark client
performance. At the same time, EY operates a manufacturing forum with P&G and other companies that is designed to foster
peer-to-peer connections that support EY clients on their implementation journeys. In order to help clients consistently scale
and accelerate implementation across their global footprints, EY is expanding upon IWS, digitizing common production system
frameworks, diagnostics, implementation methodologies, learning materials and collaboration tools onto Catalyst, its global digital
distribution platform. Catalyst also hosts the firm’s Smart Factory (IoT) applications and tools.
Source: ALM Intelligence
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Definitions

What is Production Operations Consulting?
Production Operations consulting is part of supply chain
consulting and forms part of the management consulting
services directed at clients’ middle office activities. Its

customers.
Back
Office

Supply chain consulting consists of seven services.
■■ Supply chain planning: managing the flow of
information among value chain participants to
inform supply and demand balancing decisions in
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transform inputs into outputs to create value for their

Digital &
Technology

Ope ti
n
Modra
el Strgate
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and

financial strategies to the supply chain by optimizing
the capital portfolio and effectively managing
new capital projects, including project design and
engineering, procurement, and construction services
■■ Production strategy: configuring a company’s
network of capital assets, optimizing the scope
of internal versus externally sourced production

n
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Supply Chai

enterprise
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connecting

Corporate
Office

Risk

response to market volatility and variability
■■ Capital projects:

En
Straterpr
teg ise
y

objective is to improve the way in which companies

to

m

er

Front
Office

Middle
Office
Source: ALM Intelligence

activities, and aligning production technology to build
the capabilities required to execute against strategic
performance priorities.
■■ Production operations: improving the operation of existing capital assets by adjusting the plant layout, processing flow,
and the management system for sustaining and furthering performance gains
■■ Asset management: maximizing the productivity of a company’s existing capital assets through reliability engineering,
utilization optimization, and effective maintenance and repair services
■■ Logistics: managing the movement and storage of physical and intangible inputs, in-process inventory, and finished
products along the supply chain and to end customers
■■ Sourcing strategy: enhance the value generated by external production input suppliers by integrating sourcing into
product and production design choices, improving supplier selection, optimizing supply financing, and collaborating
more effectively with suppliers.
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Definitions

Consulting Provider Capabilities
Capability
Areas

Discovery

Design

Delivery

Capabilities

Descriptions

Needs
Assessment

How does the consultant establish goals and objectives for the project and determine which stakeholders
need to be involved from the client organization, consultant, and third parties?

External Market
Insight

How do consultants’ knowledge and experience inform diagnostics through benchmarking and trend
analysis?

Internal Client
Insight

How does the consultant obtain internal client insights through data analysis and interviewing and
workshops and incorporate them in diagnostics?

Strategy

How does the solution align with the client’s market, customer and product, and functional strategies?

Operating
System

How are client information, physical, and people assets and processes configured to generate the value
add intended by the strategy?

Management
System

How are client resources mobilized, managed, measured, and motivated through governance, incentives,
organizational structures, and performance management to execute the strategy?

Project
Management

How are activities sequenced and resources allocated, aligned, and coordinated to execute and sustain
the solution?

Client Capability How are client technical skills developed and mindsets and behaviors adapted to execute and sustain the
Development
solution?
Enabling Tools

What consultant tools are used for diagnostic and design activities that support the client in executing,
sustaining, and refreshing the solution?
Source: ALM Intelligence

Provider Capability Rankings Descriptions
Depth: a measurement of a consulting provider’s strength based on its capabilities, including such factors as resources,
proprietary methodologies, and intellectual properties
Breadth: a consulting provider’s ability to deploy its capabilities in multiple client scenarios across industry sectors, geographic
regions, and interfaces with adjacent functional and technical capabilities
Client impact: a consulting provider’s capacity to get results for clients based on the combination of its capability depth and
breadth adjusted by the degree of engagement model complexity incurred by its breadth across industry sectors, geographic
regions, and interfaces with adjacent functional and technical capabilities

© 2019 ALM Media Properties, LLC
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Methodology

Overview

ALM Intelligence has been researching the management, financial, and IT consulting industry for over 40 years, studying
the global consulting marketplace at multiple levels. The resulting market analyses help buyers of consulting services to
effectively target best in class providers, and help consulting providers to identify and evaluate business opportunities.
The proprietary research methodology comprises four components:
■■ Extensive interviews with consulting practice leaders, financial analysts, consulting clients, and clientside industry experts
■■ Data and background material from the proprietary library of research on the consulting industry and individual firms
■■ Quantitative data collection from primary and secondary sources
■■ Key economic data relevant to the sector(s) being analyzed
The research output for a project is derived predominantly from primary research.
Data is obtained through a centralized effort, with teams of analysts collecting, assessing, fact-checking, and refreshing
baseline information on leading consultancies and consulting markets. This information populates an extensive knowledge
base of consulting providers, widely regarded as among the most comprehensive in the world.
Working collaboratively, analysts narrow their research to the most discrete and pertinent intersection of consulting service/
industry/geography.
The experience and knowledge of the analyst team are critical to the success of these research endeavors. Directors and
associate directors average over a decade of consulting and/or analyst experience, with an emphasis on professional services.
Junior analysts typically bring an average of five years of consulting and/or analyst experience.
The group’s long-term relationships with consulting clients and industry leaders are based on trust and respect. ALM
Intelligence’s fundamental goal is to deliver objective assessments and insightful viewpoints on the management, financial,
and IT consulting market.
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Methodology

How We Evaluate Consulting Providers
ALM Intelligence’s goal is to deliver objective assessments
to help buyers of consulting services effectively identify and
maximize the benefits of working with best in class providers.
ALM Intelligence evaluates consulting providers with respect
to a particular consulting area in terms of the following
baseline criteria. The general criteria below are refined and

Service
Delivery

customized over the course of the research effort based on
input from clients and providers:

Geographies

Discovery

Operating
Model

Industries
Depth

■■ Consulting approach: What are providers’ points of

Breadth

Strategy

Design

view on the root causes of client challenges? How do
Resources

those points of view inform choices about how best to
resolve them? How do providers view the intersection of
these needs and solutions with other consulting or non-

Delivery

Adjacencies

consulting offerings or cross-cutting themes?
■■ Consulting organization: How do providers organize
and deploy their capabilities? What sort of consultants
and other human resources do they possess, and how do

Source: ALM Intelligence

they obtain and use them? What sorts of partnerships, collaborations, and alliances with external parties do they use to
bolster their capabilities?
■■ Consulting service delivery model: How do providers deliver their services? Do they employ any particular processes or
methodologies, preconfigured tools, or other unique elements of service delivery? Do they follow any particular sequence
or direction in their service delivery? How do they measure outcomes?
■■ Client pain points and needs assessments: What factors most influence successful engagements in the opinion
of clients? What capabilities do providers need to bring to their engagements to be compelling? What sources of
differentiation matter most to consulting buyers?
■■ Future development: What investments are providers making or planning to make to enhance their future capabilities?
In addition to briefings with consulting buyers and providers, ALM Intelligence uses a mosaic approach to derive its findings.
This incorporates primary research conducted with industry practitioners, academics, and other experts and secondary
research on providers’ public information and other third-party sources of data and analysis.
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About ALM Intelligence

ALM Intelligence provides accurate and reliable market sizing and forecasts on consulting services worldwide, needs-analysis
and vendor profiling for buyers of consulting services, timely and insightful intelligence on the top consulting firms in their
respective markets, and operational benchmarks that measure consulting performance. ALM Intelligence’s research spans
multiple service areas, client vertical industries, and geographies. Our analysts provide expert commentary at consulting
industry events worldwide, and offer custom research for Management Consulting and IT Services firms. More information
about ALM Intelligence is available at www.alm.com/intelligence/industries-we-serve/consulting-industry/.
ALM, an information and intelligence company, provides customers with critical news, data, analysis, marketing solutions and
events to successfully manage the business of business. For further information and to purchase ALM Intelligence research,
contact ConsultingResearch@alm.com, 855-808-4550.
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